
Security Measure to Protect the President, Report on; SeA.Stern, 2/17/64 101PP 
2ff LRO karines chronology. Selective in both content and formulations. 
4-5 Tends to confirm that he had N.O. lawyer or another. Dean Andrews told me this 

was one of MO's reasons for looking An dreews up. 

State Chron follows. Big gaps, jumps. 

1Cief FBI ebron. Begins 4/27/60. 
11 Secret Service records diolose FBI checks on LSO FBI records do not show. Also 18. 

No interest by FBI in LRO's return of 6/12/$2 even through notified of it 6/4/62. 6/22 reported to FBI by BollandeAmerican ins, 
21 Biajed version of Aartello slip story favoring 
24 FBI's ref to CIA report indicates CIA had source inside Russian Embassy. 
26 FBI NYC had NO FBI report not given to WC. 

30 FBI keeping secrete from Secret Service on LHOis alleged "subversive" contacts. 

33-5 Entire CIA pert Asians except for heading and first date, 12/$x 9/60 Bottom page 
masked. 40 page uumbored 34 here. So number top 35. Bottoa stapled to bleat page. Only think not omitted is citation of last source, 0347. INS section fols. 

36 INS *Ulu has no LBO idterview but FBI says =9:10 INS inspector interviewed 
LHO on 6/13/62 arrival. Seems limited to citation of what is in 4arina file INS. 

42ff Measures Taken Before Dallas Trip 
49ff Publicizing the Notorcade Route. Less than complete and honesty recap. 
50e1 Stevenson incident. Omits Denton threat. 
rerRotoreade•-prganization. 

64ff Aasaseinatione False accounting re shots, etc/ 

74 Says Siebert, O'Neill joined 88 when All landed. 
X*f Recommendations has long list questions of FBI, some very good, still unanswered. 

Some marked by me. Among the iddiostions, sailer, are of the WC's need for all FBI 
IMO files. Awareness of "internal mail covers." NC staff to interview all Vas 
involved. Never happened. 

88f LRO as agent, questions of to dos. 
90 Recommends taking testi:wily from UudkUstOoulden. 

Clearly apparent is that from the first there was executive agency withholding 
from the Commission and that to a sufficient degree it -was sways of this. 

Sons of the errors can be attributed to this and to lack of knowledge for other 
reasons but not all. Nor all omissions. 

Other FBI reports and one by INS ware known and almost three mouths after the 
crime still not in WO possession. Hudkins and Goulden had not been interviewed and 
the reooemendation that they be is timid at beet. 

The inherent incredibility of some of the FBI's story was perceived. 


